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Starting from the theoretical efectiveness of shareholder relation network information for predicting bond default risk, we
propose two efcient schemes for extracting two diferent graph statistics of shareholder relation networks: graph structure
statistics and graph distance statistics. In order to test the efectiveness of the two schemes, seven machine learning methods and
three types of prediction tasks are used. Te shareholder relation network information’s efectiveness and machine learning
methods are also analyzed. Results show that the graph statistics of shareholder relationship networks are insufcient to be used
independently as input features for predicting bond default risk but can provide helpful incremental information based on
fnancial features. Te shareholder relation information is efective for predicting bond default risk. Te structure statistics
perform best among all graph statistics overall, and Cascade Forest and LightGBM perform best among all seven machine
learning methods.

1. Introduction

Since 2016, China’s bond default risk has begun to be ex-
posed at an accelerated rate, and bond default events have
occurred frequently, adversely afecting the bond market’s
direct fnancing function. With the accelerated credit risk
exposure, the efective prediction of bond default risk is of
great signifcance to bond issuers, investors, underwriters,
rating agencies, and regulators.

However, traditional bond default risk predicting
methods have limited predicting power. Terefore, new
features and newmodels are urgently needed. Depending on
the data source, traditional methods can be roughly divided
into two classes: one based on fnancial data and another
based on historical price or return. Methods based on f-
nancial data usually select a certain number of fnancial
indicators based on expert experience and use machine
learning methods as prediction models to treat default
events as a classifcation problem. Te methods based on
historical price or return treat the default risk prediction
problem as a time series analysis problem and analyze the

default risk by predicting return or price through econo-
metric models. Traditional methods only using fnancial data
and historical prices or returns cannot capture compre-
hensive information for predicting default risk. A “share-
holder relation network” is a kind of information that plays
an important role in default events but has not been ef-
fectively utilized.

Te shareholder relationship network has theoretical
signifcance for predicting bond default risk. A “shareholder
relation network” refers to the network of shareholders and
shareholding ratios. It is the basis of corporate governance,
which determines the organizational structure of an en-
terprise, thus further determining the behavior pattern of the
enterprise.Te behavior pattern of the enterprise is often the
internal incentive for bond default events. Additionally,
when the bond default risk occurs, the shareholder relation
network also determines the willingness of shareholders and
related parties to rescue, thereby determining whether the
default events are triggered or not. Terefore, the share-
holder relationship network has theoretical signifcance for
predicting bond default risk. However, there are still
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challenges in efectively extracting information from
shareholder relation network graphs due to the lack of ef-
fcient and web-scaled graph statistics solutions.

In the long-term research history of graph information
extraction, a series of graph statistics has been defned to
measure the structural properties of a node or graph, such as
degree, clustering coefcient, and transitivity. However, the
time complexities of those graph statistics are diferent. For
example, letV denote the node set and E denote the edge set,
the time complexity of the betweenness centrality is
O(|V|∗ |E|). Given that the number of target nodes is d, the
total time complexity is O(d∗ |V|∗ |E|), which is acceptable
for small-scale graphs but disastrous for web-scaled graphs.
How to efciently extract the structural information of a
web-scaled graph is the key point for applying graph
structure statistics. In addition, with the development of
graph neural networks, the consensus has been reached that
the distance distributional information of nodes in the local
neighborhood subgraph (i.e., ego-net) to the target node is of
great signifcance for measuring the importance of nodes.
However, a unifed, efcient local neighborhood subgraph
distance distributional statistic extraction scheme is yet
lacking. For this reason, we propose two efcient schemes
for extracting statistics from shareholder relationship net-
works: the graph structure statistic extracting scheme and
the graph distance statistic extracting scheme. Te time
complexities of both schemes are O((|Vm| + |E|)∗ d), where
Vmax denotes the node set of the largest local neighborhood
subgraph in the target node.

Graph statistics of shareholder relationship networks
provide us with new features for predicting bond default
risk, and the rapid development of machine learning pro-
vides us with new prediction models. Recently, machine
learning algorithms for tabular data have made great
progress, but their efectiveness in predicting bond default
risk has not been tested.Tereby, we test several state-of-the-
art machine learning algorithms for tabular data as the
secondary goal of the work.

We claim that if one kind of feature can be used as an
independent input feature to predict bond default risk or
provide incremental information about predicting bond
default risk based on fnancial features, then the kind of
feature is said to be efective. If one kind of feature performs
better than other kinds of features, then the kind of feature is
said to be relatively efective. In order to test the relative and
absolute efectiveness of diferent types of information and
the efectiveness of diferent machine learning algorithms for
tabular data in predicting bond default risk, we conduct
extensive experiments. Our contributions are concluded as
follows:

(1) We propose an efcient scheme for extracting the
graph structure statistics of the shareholder relation
network

(2) We propose an efcient scheme for extracting graph
distance statistics of the shareholder relation
network

(3) Based on the seven prediction models and three
types of prediction tasks, we test the relative

efectiveness and absolute efectiveness of two kinds
of graph statistic extraction schemes

(4) We conduct extensive experiments to test the ef-
fectiveness of various machine learning algorithms
for tabular data in bond default risk prediction

2. Related Works

Te literature related to this work mainly focuses on the
following four aspects: machine learning prediction models
for tabular data; the efectiveness of shareholder relationship
networks in bond default or credit risk prediction; the ef-
fectiveness of graph structure information or graph statistics
in fnancial risk management; and the efectiveness of local
neighborhood subgraph distance information in capturing
node topology information.

2.1. Machine Learning Prediction Models for Tabular Data.
Te two basic machine learning models for tabular data
predicting bond default risk are decision tree [1] and MLP
[2]. Te decision tree is the basis of ensemble learning, and
MLP is the basis of deep learning. Ensemble learning
methods can be divided into three classes: bagging, boosting,
and stacking. Te mainstream algorithm that belongs to
bagging is random forest [3]. It is an instance of bagging
based on the decision tree, which contains two mechanisms:
random sample selection and random attribute selection.
With those two mechanisms, a balance of precision and
efciency is achieved. Te mainstream algorithms that be-
long to boosting are GBDT [4], Xgboost [5], and LightGBM
[6]. Te GBDT is the frst boosting algorithm, which im-
proves by serially reducing the classifcation error and ftting
the classifcation residuals of the previous learners with a
new learner iteratively. Te Xgboost has made various
improvements to solve the problems of slow training speed
and accuracy of GBDT and greatly improved the training
speed and prediction performance. LightGBM is another
improved GBDT based on the GOSS (gradient-based one-
side sampling) and the EFB (exclusive feature bundle) to
achieve a balance between accuracy and efciency. Te
mainstream algorithm for stacking is Deep Forest [7]. It is an
algorithm that stacks diferent types of forests in width and
depth, consisting of two modules: the frst is used to refect
the diference in input data and the second is used to im-
prove the classifcation ability in input data. Te former is
called multigranularity scanning, and the latter is called
Cascade Forest. See Dong et al. [8] for more ensemble
learning algorithms.

2.2.TeEfectiveness of Shareholder RelationNetwork in Bond
Default orCreditRiskPrediction. Gantchev and Chakraborty
[9] studied the relationship between shareholder relation-
ship networks and bond issuance in the private placement,
which showed that a good equity structure and shareholder
relationship network could reduce the bond default risk.
King [10] studied the impact of corporate governance
structure on managers’ investment strategies, which showed
that a strong shareholder governance structure would make
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company management adopt low-risk investment strategies
such as capital expenditures, while a weak shareholder
governance structure would make management adopt high-
risk investment strategies such as R&D investment, which
thereby triggers the default risk. Garlappi et al. [11] intro-
duced the role of shareholders in studying the correlation
between stock return and bond default probability, which
showed that shareholder advantage signifcantly impacts
bond default probability. Shi et al. [12] examined the cor-
relation between the controlling shareholder’s equity pledge
and the protection of corporate creditors’ interests based on
the data from China’s bond market, which showed that the
potential control transfer risk of equity pledges could easily
lead to the opportunistic behavior of controlling share-
holders, which infringes on the interests of corporate
creditors. Wu et al. [13] studied the impact of controlling
shareholder’s equity pledges on bond credit spread. In
summary, information about shareholder relationship net-
works has theoretical signifcance for predicting bond de-
fault or credit risk. However, the application of it based on
graph statistics is still relatively few.

2.3.TeEfectiveness ofGraph Structure Information orGraph
Statistics in Financial Risk Management. Yıldırım et al. [14]
extracted features from the intercompany transaction net-
work to predict corporate default and achieved good per-
formance. Lee et al. [15] used the graph convolutional neural
network and the virtual distance of the debtor in the network
for credit default prediction and achieved good perfor-
mance. Lu et al. [16] used multilayer and parallel connected
graph convolutional neural networks for default prediction
in P2P networks. Lv et al. [17] analyzed the risk contagion
problem in the guarantee network. Lee et al. [15] used the
Internet fnancial lending network to evaluate the credit of
users applying for lending and achieved higher accuracy
than the BP neural network. Li and Zhang [18] formed a
directed weighted network based on equity and related
transactions and combined it with the SIRS model to study
the risk propagation mechanism within a group. Qian and
Xu [19] used a two-layer network to describe the coupling
network formed by entrepreneurs and enterprises and an-
alyzed the infuence path of entrepreneurs’ social relation-
ships on associated credit risk contagion. Wang and Zhang
[20] implemented credit default early warning modeling by
constructing a GR-LDA method containing a graph struc-
ture. Zhang and Li [21] analyzed the network structure
features of enterprise groups based on complex network
theory. Tey conducted empirical analysis on the contagion
and risk spillover efects of enterprise group credit risk. In
summary, graph information or graph statistics could ef-
fectively manage fnancial risk. However, the use of graph
statistics for shareholder relationship networks to predict
bond default risk is still relatively few.

2.4. Te Efectiveness of Local Neighborhood Subgraph Dis-
tance in Capturing Node Topology Information. By adding
the spatial information of nodes to the Transformer, Ying
et al. [22] enabled the Transformer to surpass existing SOTA

GNNs models and won the OGB large-scale challenge 2021
championship. By adding location information, You et al.
[23] achieved signifcantly improved performance over the
baseline model. By adding distance information, Li et al. [24]
improved the performance of the baseline model. Alsentzer
et al. [25] achieved state-of-the-art performance on the
subgraph regression task by adding neighborhood, struc-
ture, and location information. To sum up, the local
neighborhood subgraph distance information has theoret-
ical signifcance in capturing the local topology information
of nodes. However, there are few solutions for capturing
graph distance information-based on graph distance
statistics.

3. Methodology

3.1.Overall Framework. Te framework of the work consists
of 5 steps:

(1) Generating fnancial features and labels based on
fnancial expert experience

(2) Generating graph statistics features of the share-
holder relation network

(3) Selecting machine learning algorithms
(4) Training machine learning algorithms
(5) Analyzing the predicting performance of features

and machine learning algorithms

Te overall architecture of the work can be depicted in
Figure 1.

3.1.1. Generating Financial Features and Labels Based on
Expert Experience. Although shareholder relation networks
can theoretically provide incremental information for bond
default risk prediction, the trigger of bond default risk is not
only determined by it. Traditionally, fnancial features play
an important role in the prediction of bond default risk.
Terefore, we frst extract 89 fnancial indicators based on
expert experience as benchmark features. Based on the
predicting performance improvement based on those f-
nancial features, we can analyze the efectiveness of the
graph statistics of the shareholder relations network.

Although bond default risk prediction can traditionally
be regarded as a classifcation task for bond default event
prediction, the number of default bonds in China’s bond
market is still few enough, so the labels for the classifcation
task are relatively sparse. It is difcult to comprehensively
measure the efectiveness of the graph statistics of a
shareholder relationship graph under the classifcation task
of a bond default event. In practice, the practitioners in the
bond market often use abnormal changes in return as an
agent indicator of bond default risk. Since bonds are a type of
fxed income asset, they tend to have a relatively low return.
Terefore, when the underlying return exceeds 8%, the bond
is usually considered at risk of default. As a result, the bond
return can be used as the label to indicate the default risk,
and the bond default risk prediction is transformed into a
regression task. In order to comprehensively measure the
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efectiveness of the graph statistics of the shareholder re-
lation network, in addition to classifcation labels con-
structed by bond default events, we construct two types of
regression task labels: the historical maximum return and
the historical average return. In addition, to efectively utilize
the information of real bond default events, we set the return
of real default bonds at 50% to augment regression labels.

3.1.2. Generating Statistical Features of the Shareholder Re-
lation Network. Te graph statistics of shareholder relation
networks in this work are divided into graph structure and
distance statistics. Although extracting node structure graph
statistics based on the entire graph can capture more global
information, the time complexity of this pattern is too high
to apply to large-scale graphs. In order to reduce the time
complexity and extract as multigranular structural infor-
mation as possible, we propose to use a node-based local
neighborhood subgraph to extract graph statistics. Te
extracting scheme consists of two types of graph structure
statistic types: node level and graph-level. Node level sta-
tistics include degree, triangles, clustering, and square
clustering, and graph-level statistics include density, number
of self-loops, and transitivity.

Another type of graph statistic we extract is the distance
statistics of local neighborhood subgraphs. Te extracting
scheme consists of two types of distance statistics: distance
distribution statistics and distance count statistics. We se-
lected seven distance distribution statistics: maximum,
minimum, median, mean, standard deviation, kurtosis, and

skewness.Te count statistic is the number of nodes within a
given hop around the target node.

3.1.3. Selecting Machine Learning Algorithms. Machine
learning algorithms are used to predict bond default risk
based on raw fnancial data, graph distance statistics, and
graph structure statistics. Since we choose to use bond
default risk as both a classifcation task and a regression task,
the criterion for selecting an algorithm is that it can perform
both classifcation and regression tasks. Te type of model is
also an important criterion for the consideration of the
diversity of models. For those reasons, we select six algo-
rithms in four categories: Random Forest, which belongs to
bagging ensemble learning; Cascade Forest, which belongs
to stacking ensemble learning; GBDT, Xgboost, and
LightGBM, which belong to boosting ensemble learning;
and MLP and TabNet, which belong to neural networks. Te
details of each algorithm can be found in subsection 3.3.

3.1.4. Training Machine Learning Algorithms. Following the
usual paradigm of training machine learning algorithms (in
this work, we use “machine learning algorithms,” “predic-
tion model,” and “algorithm” interchangeably), we frst
divide the data into a train set and a test set, training models
on the train set and evaluating the performance of features
and models on the test set. Te goal of model training is to
evaluate diferent features, feature combinations, and al-
gorithms, so it is necessary to traverse them. Te traversal
order for the feature and feature combination selection is (1)

classification
labels

historcial max
return

historical mean
return

graph distance and graph structure
statistics

predction models

Recall MSE

89 financial
features

combination

label sets

shareholder
relation
network

financial data default
events data

historical
return of

bonds

data cleaning, aligning, stand-scale for continuous data, and one-hot for categorical data

Figure 1: Overall architecture.
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fnance features; (2) graph structure statistics; (3) graph
distance statistics; (4) fnance + graph distance statistics, (5)
fnance + graph structure statistics; and (6) fnance + graph
structure + graph distance feature.Te traversal order for the
prediction model is consistent with the prediction model
selection: (1) Random Forest, (2) Cascade Forest, (3) GBDT,
(4) Xgboost, (5) LightGBM, (6) MLP, and (7) TabNet. We
decompose the work into 63 training and prediction tasks
using the above feature traversal and prediction model
strategies.

3.1.5. Analyzing the Test Performance of Features and Ma-
chine Learning Algorithms. Based on the test performance,
we can systematically analyze the following target: (1) the
absolute efectiveness of the diferent types of graph statistics
in predicting bond default risk; (2) the relative efectiveness
of the diferent types of graph statistics in predicting bond
default risk; (3) the overall efectiveness of the shareholder
relation network in predicting bond default risk; and (4) the
efectiveness of each machine learning algorithm in the
prediction of bond default risk.

3.2. Extracting Graph Statistics of Shareholder Relation
Network. Te overall extraction schema can be depicted in
Figure 2.

Te procedure for extracting graph statistics from the
shareholder relation network is listed as follows:

(1) For every node in the graph, extract k − hop local
neighborhood subgraph around it, where
k � 1, 2, 3, . . . , K and K is a user-specifc integer
parameter;

(2) For every k − hop local neighborhood subgraph,
extract its node level and graph-level structure
statistics.

(a) Node level structure statistics consists of degree,
triangles, clustering, and square clustering,
which are computed as follows:
Degree: the number of one-hop neighbors of the
target node.
Triangles: the number of triangles around the
target node.
Clustering: Cu � 2T(u)/deg(u)(deg(u) − 1),
whereT(u) denotes the number of nodes passing
through a node u and deg(u) denotes the degree
of the node u.
Square clustering: C4(v) � 

kv

u�1 
kv

w�u+1 qv(u, w)

/
kv

u�1 
kv

w�u+1[av(u, w) + qv(u, w)], where
qv(u, w) denotes the number of common
neighbors of u, v except v, and av(u, w) � (ku −

(1 + qv(u, w) + θuv)) + (kw − (1 + qv(u, w) +

θuw)), where θuw � 1 if u, w are connected,
otherwise 0.

(b) Graph-level structure statistics consists of fol-
lowing statistics: density, self-loops and transi-
tivity, which are computed as follows:

Density: d � 2m/n(n − 1), where n denotes the
number of nodes and m denotes the number of
edges.
Self-loops: the number of self-loops in the graph.
Transitivity: T � 3#triangles/#triads, triad de-
notes a connected graph with two edges.

(3) For every K − hop local neighborhood subgraph,
extract normalized distance distribution statistics.

(a) Te distance distribution statistics include
maximum, minimum, median, mean, standard
deviation, kurtosis, skewness, and count.

(b) Since the local neighborhood of each node is not
Euclidean, the number of nodes in each K − hop
is diferent, so the dimension of every series of
distance distribution statistics may be diferent.
In order to make each series the same dimension,
we implement zero pads for every extracted
series.

3.3. Selecting Machine Learning Algorithms. As mentioned
before, we select six algorithms in four categories: random
forest, Cascade Forest, GBDT, Xgboost, LightGBM, MLP,
and TabNet, and the following is a brief introduction to each
algorithm.

3.3.1. Random Forest. Random forest is an application of the
bagging method (more precisely, the random patches al-
gorithm) on decision trees. Specifcally, the classic decision
tree branching method is to divide all the attributes of the
current node optimally. However, in random forest, it frst
randomly selects a certain number of attributes from the set
of whole attributes of the current node as a candidate at-
tribute subset and then selects the optimal division attributes
from this candidate attribute subset. Te scale of the attri-
bute subset represents the degree of randomness, and the
smaller the scale is, the stronger the randomness is. How-
ever, the stronger the randomness does not mean that the
generalization ability of the random forest is much stronger.
Tere is an optimal interval for the scale of the attribute
subset. Random forest is the most typical representative
bagging method and is the only algorithm of the bagging
method that is comparative with the boosting method.

3.3.2. Cascade Forest. Cascade Forest is the core classif-
cation algorithm of deep forest, and its main idea is to learn
from the neural network stack model. Te input features or
the features processed by multigranularity scanning con-
stitute the frst-level forest of Cascade Forest. Te fnal
output of each Cascade Forest is the classifcation results. At
the next layer, those results are stacked with transformed
input features. Te fnal output is the average of all the
previous outputs. In the Cascade Forest model, the output of
the last layer is determined by two factors: the depth of the
forest and the early stop. Terefore, Cascade Forest is a
neural network whose neurons are replaced by decision trees
and then added with residual connections.
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3.3.3. GBDT. GBDT is a breakthrough in early boosting
methods. Unlike previous algorithms, GBDT does not
improve model performance by modifying sample weights
and learner weights but by ftting the residues of a pre-
vious learner with a new learner. Tus, the decision tree of
GBDT is not a classifcation tree but a regression tree. Te
tree structure of GBDT is not used for classifcation but for
regression of residuals, which belongs to the category of
numerical prediction. Its optimization method is no
longer in the parameter space based on analytical deri-
vation but in the function space based on gradient
descent.

3.3.4. Xgboost. Xgboost is an improved GBDT, whose im-
provements over GBDT include the following: (1) the single
learner of GBDT only includes classifcation and regression
trees, while Xgboost supports not only CART but also linear
classifers such as logistic regression; (2) Tte objective
function of GBDT only includes classifcation/regression
loss, while Xgboost adds a regular term on this basis to
control the scale of the model and prevent overftting; (3)
GBDT uses the frst order derivative based on the analytical
formula in the optimization, while the Xgboost optimization
is based on the second-order derivative; (4) GBDT follows
the standard decision tree generation process in the node

k-hop graph
structure statistics

k-hop subgraph

k-hop
graph-level

statistics
Self-loops

Transitivity

Triangles

Clustering

Square
Clustering

Degree

k-hop
node-level
statistics

Density

graph structure statistics

concat

shareholder
relation
network

shareholder
relation graph

data cleaning

K-hop-egonet

local distributional
sequence

distributional statistics counting statistics

raw graph
distance statistics

zero-padding

graph distance statistics

mean

kurtosis

sd

median

max

min

skewness

graph structure
statistics extraction

graph distance
statistics extraction

graph statistics

Figure 2: Extraction schema.
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splitting process, which is very complicated when there are
many feature values; at the same time, Xgboost uses a
heuristic algorithm based on the decision tree, which selects
several most promising nodes based on quantiles and divides
the node selection from these nodes; (5) the learning rate of
GBDT is constant during the whole training process, while
Xgboost uses an adaptive shrinkage rate combined with leaf
node weights; (6) GBDT does not support parallel com-
puting, while Xgboost supports the process of node splitting
at the same layer; and (7) Xgboost draws on the idea of a
random forest for feature sampling, while GBDT does not.

3.3.5. LightGBM. LightGBM is an improved GBDT devel-
oped by Microsoft. It implements sample selection by GOSS
and feature selection by EFB, which achieves a balance
between accuracy and efciency. Specifcally, LightGBM has
the following advantages compared with GBDT: (1)
LightGBM implements a decision tree splitting strategy
based on the histogram algorithm. It frst converts con-
tinuous features into discrete features, then constructs a
histogram based on those discrete features, and fnally selects
a splitting scheme based on the discrete eigenvalues. (2)
LightGBM adapts to a leaf-wise decision tree growth strategy
with additional depth constraints.Te standard decision tree
growth strategy is level-wise. More precisely, the leaf-wise
strategy divides the leaf nodes of the same layer with equal
weights, which brings unnecessary computational loss when
the information gain of leaf node splitting is small.

In contrast, the leaf-wise strategy determines whether to
split according to the information gained from the leaf
nodes, which greatly reduces unnecessary calculations. (3)
LightGBM directly supports categorical features. In GBDT
and Xgboost, the algorithm cannot directly deal with the
category features. More precisely, the category features need
to be encoded in GBDT and Xgboost, which can easily
generate an unbalanced decision tree. Te space and time
complexity will be high enough to express the full feature
fully. At the same time, LightGBM divides the eigenvalues
into two subsets, encodes them in binary groups, and then
uses the histogram algorithm to optimize the regression tree,
which greatly simplifes storage requirements and compu-
tational complexity. (4) LightGBM supports more powerful
parallel computing. LightGBM can perform sample seg-
mentation in parallel when constructing a local histogram
based on the histogram algorithm, improving computational
efciency.

3.3.6. MLP. Te neural network starts by simulating the
feedback regulation mechanism of neurons. Te basic
structure of the neural network is the MP model, which
accepts the input features by an input layer, weights them,
then computes the summation, and fnally outputs the result
by an activation function. A typical and complete neural
network consists of an input layer, a hidden layer, and an
output layer. Te number and the way of connection of the
hidden layers determine the complexity of the neural net-
work. Te most typical neural network model is a multilayer
feed forward neural network (MLP), in which each layer of

neurons is completely interconnected with the next layer.
However, there is no connection between the same layer and
across layers.

3.3.7. TabNet. TabNet is a technology that uses deep neural
networks to simulate the decision-making process of deci-
sion trees to process tabular data. It retains the advantages of
end-to-end representation learning of DNN but also shares
the advantage of interpretability and sparse feature selection
of tree models. Such an advantage makes it comparable to
the current mainstream tree-based ensemble learning
models on tabular data. Te complete unit of TabNet is a
module that simulates a decision tree. Te main diference
between this module and MLP is the addition of a mask
layer. Te mask layer corresponds to the feature selection in
the decision tree, while the fully connected layer plus ReLU
corresponds to the threshold. Ten, TabNet adds up the
results of all condition judgments and gets the fnal output
through the softmax layer. Typically, a TabNet unit contains
four types of network layers: feature transformer, split, at-
tentive transformer, and mask. In addition to the units,
TabNet also contains a global feature attribute module. Te
Feature Transformer layer is used for the initial feature
calculation, which consists of two parts, and the parameters
of the frst part are shared while the second part is not. Te
split layer cuts the vector output of the feature transformer
layer into two parts, one part is used to compute the fnal
output of the model and the other is used to calculate the
next mask layer.Te role of the attentive transformer layer is
to calculate the mask layer of the current step based on the
results of the previous step, whose main method is sparse-
max calculation. Te attention weights output by the at-
tentive transformer layer difer for diferent samples. Te
global feature attribute module outputs the global impor-
tance of features.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental Settings. Temain experimental steps and
settings are described as follows: (1) align the data from
diferent sources based on their unique IDs, generate 89
fnancial indicators based on expert experiences, clean the
generated indicators, and delete invalid data. Ten, use the
standard normalization operation (standard scale) for
continuous indicators and one-hot coding for discrete in-
dicators to standardize them. Take the maximum and mean
values of the historical returns for 2020 to construct the
regression label. Take the ground truth of the default event to
construct the classifcation label. Te return rate of the
default sample is set to 50% to expand the regression label.
(2) For the shareholder relation network, use the statistics
extraction schema depicted in Section 3.2 to get the full
graph statistics vector. (3) Merge fnancial indicators and
graph statistics vectors to get diferent feature combinations.
(4) Te sample set is divided into the training set and test set
by 4 :1. Te training set is trained and verifed by 4-fold
cross-validation. (5) To evaluate the statistics and prediction
models, we use MSE (mean squared error) for the regression
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task and recall for the classifcation task due to the pro-
portion of positive samples being only 1%.

Temain parameters of the machine are listed as follows:
GPU: Nvidia RTX 2080Ti, CPU: Intel (R) Xeon (R) CPU E5-
1630 v4 @ 3.70GHz, RAM: 64GB. Te data source could be
accessed in Gildata (see https://www.gildata.com/ for de-
tails), and the data we used contain about 944 samples for the
regression task and 3052 samples for the classifcation task.
Tere are 89 fnancial features, 9 graph distance statistics,
and 21 graph structure features. For the consideration of
commercial confdentiality requirements, we have to omit
data descriptions. Interested readers can obtain the whole
data from the ofcial data source.

4.2. Experimental Results. Te performances of features and
models in the historical average return regression task are
listed in Table 1, the performances in the historical maxi-
mum return regression task are listed in Table 2, and the
performances in the default event classifcation task are
listed in Table 3.

4.3. Te Absolute Efectiveness of Graph Statistics of Share-
holder Relation Network. As can be seen from Table 1, for
the historical average return regression task, given the
prediction model, the graph structure statistics achieve the
best performance under two prediction models (MLP and
TabNet). In contrast, distance statistics, structure statis-
tics + distance statistics do not achieve the best performance
under any prediction model. However, MLP and TabNet
perform the worst among all the prediction models.
Terefore, the graph statistics of shareholder relationship
networks cannot be independently used as input features for
predicting bond default risk. However, after combining with
fnancial features, the graph structure statistics achieve the
best performance under two prediction models (Cascade
Forest and Xgboost), and the graph distance statistics
achieve the best performance under one prediction model
(GBDT). Graph structure statistics + graph distance statistics
achieve the best performance under two prediction models
(LightGBM and random forest). Te combination of f-
nancial features + graph structural statistics + Cascade Forest
achieves the second-best global performance, indicating that
the graph statistics of the shareholder relation network can
provide incremental information for predicting bond default
risk based on fnancial features.

As can be seen from Table 2, for the historical maximum
return regression task, given the prediction model, the graph
structure statistics achieve the best performance under one
prediction model (Xgboost), while graph distance statistics
and graph structure statistics + graph distance statistics do
not achieve the best performance under any prediction
model, so the graph statistics of the shareholder relation
network are not able to be independently used as input
features for predicting bond default risk. However, after
combining with fnancial features, the graph distance sta-
tistics achieve the best performance under two prediction
models (random forest and TabNet), and the graph distance
statistics + graph structure statistics achieve the best

performance under three prediction models (GBDT,
LightGBM, and MLP), indicating that the graph statistics of
the shareholder relation network can provide incremental
information for predicting bond default risk based on f-
nancial features.

As can be seen from Table 3, for the classifcation task of
bond default event, the graph structure statistics achieve the
best performance under three prediction models (GBDT,
LightGBM, and random forest), and the graph distance
statistics achieve the best performance under one prediction
model (random forest). Te graph statistics + graph distance
statistics achieve the best performance under three prediction
models (GBDT, random forest, and Xgboost). Terefore,
graph statistics of shareholder relationship networks can be
independently used as the input features of the classifcation
task. After combining with fnancial features, graph structure
statistics achieve the best performance under four prediction
models (Cascade Forest, LightGBM, MLP, and random
forest), and the graph distance statistics achieve the best
performance under four prediction models (Cascade Forest,
LightGBM, random forest, and TabNet). Te graph structure
statistics + graph distance statistics achieve the best perfor-
mance under three prediction models (Cascade Forest,
LightGBM, and random forest). Terefore, for classifcation
tasks, the graph statistics of the shareholder relation network
can provide incremental information based on fnancial
features. However, because the labels of the classifcation task
are too sparse, the reliability of the efectiveness of graph
statistics on the classifcation task is insufcient.

In summary, graph statistics of shareholder relation
networks could not be independently used as input features
for predicting bond default risk. However, it can provide
incremental information-based on their fnancial features.

4.4. Te Relative Efectiveness of Graph Statistics of Share-
holder Relation Network. As can be seen from Table 1, for
the historical average return regression task, among graph
structure statistics, graph distance statistics, and graph
structure statistics + graph distance statistics, when used as
independent input features, graph structure statistics
perform better, which achieve the best performance under
two prediction models (MLP and TabNet); when combined
with fnancial features, graph structure statistics achieve the
best performance under the two prediction models (Cas-
cade Forest and Xgboost), and structural statistics + -
distance statistics achieve the best performance under two
prediction models (LightGBM and Random Forest). With
the combination of structural statistics + fnancial featur-
es + cascade forest, it achieves global sub-optimal perfor-
mance. Terefore, graph structure statistics is relatively the
most efective for the historical average return regression
task.

As can be seen from Table 2, for the historical maximum
return regression task, among graph structure statistics,
graph distance statistics, and graph structure statistics + -
graph distance statistics, when used as independent input
features, graph structure statistics perform better, which
achieves the best performance under one prediction model
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(Xgboost); when combined with fnancial features, graph
structure statistics achieve the best performance under two
prediction models (random forest and TabNet), and graph
structure statistics + graph distance statistics achieve the best
performance under three prediction models (GBDT,
LightGBM, and MLP). Te combination of graph structure
statistics + fnancial features + random forest achieves the
optimal global performance. Terefore, graph structure
statistics are relatively the most efective for the historical
maximum return regression task.

As can be seen from Table 3, for the classifcation task,
among graph structure statistics, graph distance statistics,
and graph structure statistics + graph distance statistics,
when used as independent input features, the structure
statistics, structure statistics + distance statistics are com-
parable: each of them achieves the best performance under
three prediction models. When combined with fnancial
features, they are also comparable. However, again, because
the labels of the classifcation task are too sparse, the reli-
ability of the efectiveness of the graph statistics on the
classifcation task is insufcient.

To sum up, among graph structure statistics, graph
distance statistics, and graph structure statistics + graph
distance statistics, graph structure statistics is relatively the
most efective. Graph distance statistics are the least
efective.

4.5. Te Efectiveness of Prediction Models. As can be seen
from Table 1, for the historical average rate of return re-
gression task, given the input features, Cascade Forest
achieves the best performance under three kinds of features
(fnancial features, graph distance statistics, and fnan-
cial + graph distance statistics). Lightgbm achieves the best
performance under one kind of feature (fnancial features).
MLP achieves the best performance under two features
(graph structure statistics and fnancial feature + graph
distance statistics). However, since the performance of MLP
is far worse than that of LightGBM and Cascade Forest,
LightGBM+fnancial features + graph structure statistics
achieve the optimal global performance. Additionally, the
number of optimal performance of features under Cascade
Forest is more. Terefore, the best performance prediction
model is Cascade Forest and LightGBM.

As can be seen from Table 2, for the historical maximum
return regression task, given the input features, Cascade
Forest achieves the best performance under three kinds of
features (fnancial features, graph structure statistics + graph
distance statistics, fnancial features + graph structure sta-
tistics, and fnancial features + graph distance statistics).
LightGBM achieves the best performance on two features
(graph distance statistics and graph structure statistics + -
graph distance statistics), and MLP achieves the best per-
formance on two features (fnancial features + graph
structure statistics + graph distance statistics). Terefore, the
best-performing prediction model is Cascade Forest, and the
second best is LightGBM.

As can be seen from Table 3, for the classifcation task,
Random Forest performs the best, which achieves the best
performance under all input features. Cascade Forest and
LightGBM are the second best, both of which achieve the
best performance under four and more kinds of features.
However, because the labels of the classifcation task are too
sparse, the reliability of the efectiveness of the prediction
models on the classifcation task is insufcient.

Table 1: Te performances of features and models in the historical average return regression task.

CF GBDT LGBM MLP RF TabNet Xgboost
fn 75.62 97.24 76.30 100.46 81.49 105.28 103.48
str 99.04 122.98 94.23 92.9 110.52 95.08 112.30
dis 94.49 113.34 94.96 95.74 109.31 111.40 113.41
str+dis 97.80 116.75 94.26 93.97 108.28 96.91 112.51
fn+str 72.46 98.45 72.02 99.46 80.08 97.46 99.08
fn+dis 72.60 92. 4 74.85 94.70 81.40 101.79 103.48
fn+str+dis 75.53 93.39 7 .93 97.33 78. 6 96.71 100.64

Table 2: Te performances of features and models in the historical maximum return regression task.

CF GBDT LGBM MLP RF TabNet Xgboost
fn 139.94 162.53 155.17 216.03 145.08 163.79 179.63
str 168.46 203.02 166.18 164.04 207.83 179.19 176.35
dis 169.24 180.47 167.76 170.57 191.73 180.47 188.67
str + dis 166.73 193.12 163.78 170.96 203.74 175.82 187.19
fn+ str 141.30 160.03 152.38 191.16 150.67 164.18 206.46
fn+ dis 141.12 161.48 153.10 173.42 144.87 161.96 201.78
fn+ str + dis 143.75 157.88 151.39 158.72 154.13 167.37 198.96

Table 3: Te performances of features and models in the default
event classifcation task.

CF GBDT LGBM MLP RF TabNet Xgboost
fn  .0 0.96  .0 0.90  .0 0.0 0.97
str 0.96  .0  .0 0.0  .0 0.08 0.97
dis 0.95 0.89 0.97 0.0  .0 0.06 0.94
str+dis 0.96  .0 0.97 0.0  .0 0.06  .0
fn+str  .0 0.94  .0 0.92  .0 0.0 0.97
fn+dis  .0 0.94  .0 0.48  .0  .0 0.97
fn+str+dis  .0 0.98  .0 0.13  .0 0.14 0.97
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To sum up, for the historical average return regression
task, Cascade Forest and LightGBM perform best for the
historical maximum return regression task and Cascade
Forest and LightGBM perform best. For classifcation tasks,
random forest performs best.

5. Conclusions

In recent years, bond default events have occurred fre-
quently in the China bond market, and bond default risk has
risen sharply. However, traditional bond default risk pre-
diction features only use limited transaction data and f-
nancial features, thereby being insufcient to predict
efectively. Based on the theoretical starting point that the
shareholder relationship network contains information
about corporate governance structure and shareholders’
willingness to rescue, we propose two kinds of graph sta-
tistics for the combination of the shareholder relation
network and use Cascade Forest, GBDT, LightGBM, MLP,
Random Forest, TabNet, and Xgboost as prediction models
to test the absolute and relative efectiveness of the two kinds
of graph statistics, the efectiveness of prediction models,
and information of the shareholder relationship network.

Results show that for the historical average return re-
gression task, given the prediction model, the graph statistics
of the shareholder relation network cannot be independently
used as input features for predicting bond default risk.
However, it can provide incremental information based on
their fnancial features. Among all kinds of graph statistics,
graph structure statistics are relatively the most efective.
Graph distance statistics are relatively the least efective.
Given input features, Cascade Forest and LightGBM per-
form the best. Information about shareholder relation
networks is efective. For the historical maximum return
regression task, given the prediction model, the graph sta-
tistics of the shareholder relation network could not be
independently used as input features for predicting bond
default risk. However, it can provide incremental infor-
mation based on their fnancial features. Among all kinds of
graph statistics, graph structure statistics are relatively the
most efective. Given the input features, Cascade Forest and
LightGBM perform the best. Information about shareholder
relation networks is efective. For the classifcation task,
given the prediction model, graph statistics of the share-
holder relation network not only can be independently used
as the input features of the bond default classifcation task
but also can provide incremental information based on f-
nancial features. Te performances of all kinds of graph
statistics are almost the same, which provides little incre-
mental information. Given the input features, random forest
performs best. However, because the labels of the classif-
cation task are too sparse, the reliability of the efectiveness
of the shareholder relation network on the classifcation task
is insufcient.

In summary, the graph statistics of shareholder rela-
tionship networks cannot be independently used as input
features for predicting bond default risk. However, it can
provide incremental information based on their fnancial
features. Information about shareholder relation networks is

efective for predicting bond default risk. Graph structure
statistics perform the best among all features, and Cascade
Forest and LightGBM perform the best among all prediction
models.
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